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A. ç. Köne and T. Büke 

Assessment of the radiological health damage 
costs of the Y eniköy and Kemerköy Iignite
fired power plants in Muğla 

Tlıe lıealth impacts and correspoııding damage costs of radio
active emissioııs of Yeniköy aııd Keınerköy lignite-fired power 
p/aııts in Mug1a have beeıı assessed by ı.ısiııg tlıe simp/ifıed iın
pacı paılıway approaclı. Radiatioıı dose aııd risk ca/cıı/atioııs 
lıave been carried ouı by ılıe code CAP88-PC arouııd tlıe 
power plants. Specific isotopes, 226Ra, ı.ııyı,, 4°K aııd 238U iıı 
ılıe flyiııg aslı samples are coıısidered as radioactive sources. 
Tlıe estimated total co/lective doses aroııııd Yeııiköy aııd 

Keıııerköy poıver plarıts are 3.15 x Jo-4 ınaıı Svlyear aııd 
3. 77 x Jo-4 man Sv/year. Healtlı effects and ılıe correspondiııg 
daınage costs aroımd tlıe poıver plants due to radioactive eınis
sions [rom tlıe power plants are negligible. 

Beurteilung der Kosteıı radio/ogischer Gesundheitsschiideıı 

durclı die Yeniköy und Kemerköy Braımkolıle-Kraftwerke in 
Muğla. Die gesundlıeitficlıen Auswirkımgeıı wıd die eııt
spreclıendeıı Kosteıı der Sclıtideıı der radioaktiven Emissioneıı 
der Yeniköy ıınd Kenıerköy Brauııkolı/e-Kraftwerke in Mug1a 
ıvurden mit Hilfe des vereiııfaclıten Wirkııııgspfadansatzes 

gepriift. Stralılendosis ıınd Risiko-Bereclıııııııgeıı ıvurdeıı mit 
Hilfe des Codes CAP88-PC rund um die Kraftwerke durclıge
fiilırt. Bestimınte /sotope 226Ra, 2.ı2nı, 4fJK ımd 238V iıı Flug
asclıeprobeıı ıvı.mleıı als radioaktive Qııel!eıı beriicksiclıtigt. 
Die gesclıtitzıeıı Kollektivdosen mııd um die Yeııiköy ııııd Ke
ınerköy Kraftıverke liegeıı bei 3.15 x Jo-4 maıı Svlyear wıd 
3.77 x Jo-4 ınan Sv/year. Gesuııdheitliclıe Auswirkwıgeıı und 
entspreclıendeıı Sclıadeııskosteıı aufgruııd der radioaktiveıı 

Eınissioııeıı aııs deıı Kraftwerkeıı siııd verııaclıltissigbar. 

1 Introducıion 

Lignite-fired power planıs used ıo generale e lectricity convcrt 
the coal into useful heat energy, but they are also the cause of 
great environmental impact and health problems because 
they emil considerable amounts of hazardous emissions into 
the aımosphere [1]. Those emissions are separate in two type 
namely non-radioacıive and radioactive emissions. 

The negative impact of ligııite-fired power plants operaıion 
has been underestimated or even ignored for the sake of so
cioeconomic improveınent tlıat these power planıs created. 
As encrgy deınand grows, we can no more ignore the adverse 
effccts of non-radioactive and also radioactive emissions to 
our health. 

it is therefore abouı time to find a balance between the po
sitive and the ııegative effects of lignite-fired power plants op
eration. No one alleges tlıat lignite-fired power plants should 
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suspend ılıeir operation but there are scvcral factors to be 
evaluated as to how they should operate. Because of noıı
radioacti ve and radioacti ve emissions froın lignite-fired power 
plants operation has also global effccts and it is inıportant to 
consider sustainability issues and tlıe future of ıhe generations 
to come [2). 

The lignite-fired power plants were mostly constructed in 
western Turkey which is closc to tourism rcgions. Moreover, 
those regions are the most forested areas of Turkey. in parti
cular, two lignite-fired power plants in Muğla and iıs districts, 
namely Yeniköy (2 x 210 MW) and Kemerköy (3 x 210 MW) 
havc caused important controversies in the media for a long 
time. Jn addition, there are many archaeological sites in this 
region [3]. Lignite in Muğla and Yeniköy and Kemerköy 
power plants specifications are presented in Table 1 [4- 6]. 
Particulate control system has been employed in power plants 
when these power plants started to operate. 

Lignite in Muğla province contains some uranium as all lig
nitc docs. Lignite in uranium passes to aslı with a higher con
centration during the firing process in furnace chamber at 
1000°C. While well-burned aslı goes to the planı chimney, 
ıhe others are not burned perfectly which are called slag 
ashcıı drops the furnace chambcr floor. 11ıe radioacti ve in fly
ing aslı is rclcased to the atınosphere, depending on the cffi
ciency of the plant's particulate control system. 

Table J. Ligııiıe aııd power plaıııs specificaıioııs 

Specifıcation Yeniköy Kemerköy 

Age of thc powcr planı 25 18 

Fuel consumption (Mtonncs/ycar) 3.75 5.90 

Calorific value of lignite (kcal/kg) 1,750 1,750 

Sulphur content of lignite (%) 4.0 3.2 

Ash content of lignite (%) 29 29 

Moisture content of lignite (%) 33 32 

Stack height (m) 207 320 

Stack diameter (m) 7.82 20.5 

Exhaust vclocity (ın/s) 17.2 22.5 

Exhaust gas ıcmpcraturc ( 0 C) 160 160 

Load factor (%) 46.1 47.2 
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The major potential pathway which might result in in
creased radiation doses to people are inhalation of flying 
ash, ingest ion of food grown in contam.inatcd soil or direct ra
diation exposurc from the increased dcposited radioactivity 
when flying ash are released from the plant chimney. 

Thc methodology for assessing the iıealth impacts o( energy 
production has undergone a major evolution in recent ycars, 
and the impact pathway approaclı (IPA) has established itself 
as the most logical method for valuing environmental exter
nalities. IPA has been used in a scrics of studies in several 
countries [7-9) in recent years. But those studics generally 
for non-radioactivc emissions from lignite-fired power plants. 

In environmental and health respects, the effects of non
radioactive emissions from lignite-fired power plants are 
much higher than tlıe effects of radioactive emissions from 
lignite-fired power plan ıs. Since thc radioactivity of the lignite 
used in power plants is natural. 

In this study, the health impacts and corresponding damage 
costs of radioactive emissions of thc Yeniköy and Kemerköy 
lignite-fired power plants havc bcen assessed by using the 
simplified impacı pathway approach [2, 10). Tiıe radiation 
dosc calculations have been carried out by thc code Clean 
Air Acı Assessment Packagc (CAP88-PC) [11) for the popu
lation Jiving within 80-km radius of each power planı by using 
the spccific isotopes 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and 238U in the flying 
aslı samples as radioactive sources. Based on the dose calcula
tions, the stoclıastic health effects have been estimated by 
using the risk factors, as recommcnded by tlıe International 
Commission of Radiation Protection (ICRP) (12). Then the 
predicted lıealtlı effccts have been monetized by using tlıe 
methodology given in NucPacts model (10). T he assessment 
was carried out for the year 2012, 

2 Method 

For airbome radioactive air pollution, from power plants, the 
model utilises a simplified version of IPA, also known as the 
Damage Function Approach (OFA). The main evaluation 
step of tlıis approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

CAP88-PC computer code uses a modified Gaussian plunıe 
equation to estimate the average dispersion of radioisotopes 
released from up to six emitting sources for a circular grid of 
distances and directions for a radius of up to 80 kilomctrcs 
around the facility. The sources may be eithcr clevated stacks, 
suclı as a smokestack, or uniform area sources, such as a pile 
of uraniunı mili tai lings. Pluıne rise can be calculated assum
ing either a monıentum or buoyant-drivcn plunıe. The plunıe 
centerline remains at effective stack height unless gravita
tional settling of particulate s produces a downward tilt, or 
until meteorological conditions change. Radioisotopes are de
pleted from the plume by precipitation scavenging, dry de
position aııd radioactive decay. Tiıe stored depletion fractions 
were calculated numerically with a Simpson's rule. 

Ground surface and soil concentrations are calculated for 
those isotopes subjecı ıo deposition due to dry deposition 
and precipitation scavenging. Agricultural arrays of milk cat
tle, beef cattle and agricultural crop area are generated auto
matically, rcquiring the user to supply only the agricultural 
productivity values. Only 7 organs are valid for the effective 
dosc equivalent. Tlıey are Gonads 25 %, Breast 15 %, Red 
nıarrow 12 %, Lungs 12 %, Thyroid 3 % , Endost 3 % and Re
mainder 30 %. 

Risks are estinıated for these cancers: leukemia, bone, thyr
oid, breast, lung, stomach, bowel, liver, pancreas and urinary. 
Doses and risks can be further tabulated as a functioıı of 

2 

radioisotope, pathway, location and organ. Dose and risk fac
tors are provided for the pathways of ingestion and inhalation 
intake, ground level air immersion and ground surfacc irra
diation. Partid e size, clcarance class and gut-to-blood transfer 
factors of the released isotope t ype furıher break down fac
tors. Thcse factors are stored in a database for use by tlıe pro
gram. Dose and risk estimates frnm the code are applicable 
only to low-level chronic exposures, since the health effects 
are based on low-level chronic intakcs. 

The metcorological dala aııd population distribution file 
around thc power plants for 16 wind directions must be in
putted to the code. Maximuın 20 distances of each wind direc
tion is available for the population distribution file. 

The occurrence of each of the main stoclıastic lıcalth effccts 
(i. e. fatal and non-fatal canccrs and sevcre hereditary effects) 
arising as a resul! of routine atmosplıeric emission from a 
power planı is calculated as [10]: 

Nı, "'HRı, (1) 

Where Nı, is the total occurrence of health effect, lı ( cases/ 
ycar), H is thc total collcctive dose occurring via ali pathways 
(man.Sv/ycar), Rı, is the risk factor for health effect /ı (cases.
ınan/Sv). 

EMISSIONS 

e.g .. Bq/year of238U 

D.ISPERSION 

c.g., Bq/m3 of 238U 
in ali affected sites 

IMPACT 

e.g., cases of fatal 
cancers 

due to ambient 
concentration of 238U 

MONETARY 
VALUATION 

e.g., cost of cases of fatal 
cancers 

Fig. I . Ca/cıılaıioıı step of IPA 
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The monetary damage of various health impacts have been 
estimated by using a simplified bcnefit transfer methodology. 
This mcthod involves translating the costs in other cconomies 
to Turkish costs by scaling down the use of thc rcal gross na
tional product per capita in purchasing power parity terms 
(13). This assumes that someonc's willingness ıo pay for better 
air quality is likcly to be lower in a low-income economy. This 
type of method of ıransferring values froın one economy to 
another economy assumes that the lwo risk groups are suffi
ciently alike with respect to their personal prefercnccs and aı
tiıudes towards improving air quality standards. 

If the damage cost for the country X is available (D x ), the 
damage cost for the country Y can be estimated as follows 
(14]: 

(2) 

Where PPPGNPy is the real gross national product per capi
ta in purchasing power parity terms for country Y, PPPGNPx 
is the rcal gross national product per capita in purchasing 
power parity terms for country X and E is the elasıicity of in
come. This rclation also assumcs that the elasticity of willing
ness to pay (WTP) with respect to real income is one. 

3 Calculation step of impact pathway approach 

3.1 Iııpuı dara for CAP88-PC aııalysis 

Plume rise is calculated by using the momentum plume model 
since aslı emission velocity at the chimney ex.it is known. An 
average lid for the assessment area is provided as part of the 
input <lata. The agricultural data like beef cattle density, milk 
cattle density and land fracıion cultivated for vegetable crop 
and oıhers for the region a re inputted to the code in order ıo 
estimate of emitted isotopes inıo the food chain. 

Thc meteorological dala which obtained from Turkish State 
Meteorological Service [15] are proccsscd to find ouı the sta
biliıy array file for 16 directions. The atmospheric dispersion 
of the radionuclide's from the stack of a power planı are 
strongly depends on the meteorological conditions where the 
power planı is locaıed. Thereforc the me teorological data 
are aııııually averaged withiıı hourly time step for ıhe each 
year of the period 1975-2012. The stability array files consist 
of 4 diffcrenı wiııd freq uencies, one for cach of the 16 ıviııd di
recıioııs and 6 Pasquill stability categories (A- F). 16 records 
are entered for each Pasquill stability category and wiııd fre
quencies. Pasquill sıability classes used in the code are A: ex
treınely unstable, 8: unstable, C: slightly unstable, D: neutral, 
E: slightly stable, and F: stable. ünce stability array files have 
been prepared, aııd these are converted to wind files for input 
ıo the CAP88-PC code which is naıııely YENIKüY.WND and 
KEMERKüY.WND. 

Populatioıı distribution in the 30-km radius of the each 
plant is prepared for 20 distances. Each distanee covers 16 
wind direcıions. And the total populations in the 30-knı radius 
are 113599 and 41 914 persons around the Yeniköy and Ke
nıerköy power plants respectively (16]. ünce population dis
tribution files has been prepared these population files for in
put to the CAP88-PC code wlıich are nanıely YENIKüY.PüP 
and KEMERKüY.POP respectively. Input parameters re
quired for CAP88-PC analysis are presented in Table 3 (3, 6, 
15- 18]. 

The estiınaıe of radioacıivity released annually in the eııvi
ronment by the power plants have been carried out for 
226Ra, 2

32Tu, 4°K and 238U isotopes that according ıo thc mca-
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surcd maxiınum radioactivities in the flying aslı sanıples (17). 
Annual isotope release rate for thc isotope type i [Q;: Bq/ 
year] is calculated from thc rclation given by: 

Q; = ıiıA;L (3) 

Where ın is the aslı emission rate at maxiıııum power of t.he 
poıver plants (18] sanıe as the PM10 emission (sec Table 3) 
from the planı chimney (kg/year), A ; is the ıııcasured maxi
muııı isotope radioactivity type i (see Table 3) in flying ash 
(Bq/kg) and L is the planı loading factor (4, 6]. The power 
gcncrating at maximum power of the each power plant 
strongly depcnds on the operational problems of the power 
planls. Therefore loading factors of the power planls change 
year to year. in this study the loading factors for the poıver 
plants are averaged for the period 2002- 2012 to consider a 
long lime period for loading factors (sce Table 1). 

Total estimated collective effective dose equivalent rate 
values including ali isotopes and pathways effecı around the 
each poıver planı by CAP88-PC code are presented Table 4. 

3.2 Risk calcıılation 

Risks facıors have beeıı used in tlıc calculation are presented 
in Table 2 (12) and the total collective dose occurring via ali 

Tab/e 2. Risk facıars far ıııaiıı sıoclıasıic lıealı/ı effecıs far ıvlwle papıı
laıioıı (cases/ıııaıı Sv) 

Health effect category Risk factor 

Fatal canccr 5.0 X 10-2 

Non fatal cancer 1.0 X 10-2 

Severe hereditary effecıs 1.3 X 10-2 

Table 3. lııpııı parameıers required for CAP88-PC aııalysis 

Planı dala Yeniköy Kemer-
köy 

Annual precipitation (cm/year) 55.90 53.02 

Annual ambient tempe rature (0 C) 18.1 18.7 

Anıma! avcrage wind speed (m/s) 1.1 1.4 

Height of lid (nı) 352 448 

PMıo emission rate (kglh) 0.50 083 

Measured activity in flying ashes 
995 226Ra (Bq/kg) 509 

23211ı (Bqlkg) 29 44 
40K (Bq/kg) 283 498 
z3su (Bq/kg) 399 1017 

Huınaıı inlıalatioıı rate, (cm3/lı) 9.17 X 1()5 9.17 X 105 

Land fraction cultivated for vegetable 5.50 X 10· 2 5.50 X 10·2 

crops 

Bee.f cattle deıısity (ııumber/km2) 3.89 3.89 

Milk cattle density (nunıber/knı2) 1.13 1.13 

Meal ingest ion per person, (kg/year) 15 15 

Cere als ingestion per pe rson (kg/year) 228 228 

Milk ingestion per person (Uyear) 33 33 

3 
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pathways are calculatcd by the code CAP88-PC for each 
power plant. 

The total stochastic health cffects around the each powcr 
planı are calculated from Eq. (1) by using the risk factors 
(see Table 2) and the total estimated effective dose equivalent 
rate (sec Table 4 ). The estimated total stochasıic health cf
fects for the power plants are presented in Table 5. 

3.3 Tlıe ınoneıary valııe of ılıe predicıed health effects 

in this study, the economic unit values for Turkey are esti
nıated by using Canadian economic uııü values of radiological 
heallh impacts since the Canada is the country that the recent 
econonıic unit values of radiological health inıpacts are avail
able (10]. PPPGNPrurkey and PPPGNPcanada 8,600 US$ and 
27,630 US$ respectively, in 2000 [19). Econonıic unit values 
of radiological health impacts for Canada and estimated val
ucs for Turkey are givcn in Table 6 (10, 19). 

Based on the econoınic unit values of radiological health 
impacts (see Table 6), the valuation of the prcdicted health ef
fccts of the power plants are calculated fronı Eq. (2). The esti
matcd damage costs of the radiological health cffccts of the 
power plants are given in Table 7. 

4 Conchısions 

The IPA has been widely used for decision aid in the fields of 
energy production and consumption, transport aııd environ
mental protection. in spite of the largc uncertainties exist; 
howcver will be more and more reduced due to ongoing re
search. 

in this study, the radiation dose calculations have been car
ricd out by the code CAP88-PC for the population living 
within 30-km radius of the Ycniköy and Kemerköy coal-fired 
power plants. Thc nıeasured maximum spccific isotopes 
226Ra, 232Tb, 4°K and 238u in the flying aslı samples are consid
ercd as radioactive sources. Based on the dosc calculations, 
ıhe stochastic health effects and predicted health effecıs have 
been estimated. 

it is seen that the total health impacıs for the Yeniköy and 
Kemerköy power plants were 2.31 • ıo-5 cases/year, 2.76 • ıo-5 

cases/year respectively. Those values arc lower than recom
mcnded by the ICRP and it does not pose any risk for public 
health. 

Table 4. Total estimaıed co/lecıive effecıive dose eqııivaleııı raıe aroııııd 
ı/ıe power plaııts (maıı Svlyear) 

Planı name Collcctive dosc 

Yeniköy 3.15 X lo--4 

Kemerköy 3.77 X 10"" 

Table 5. Tlıe ıoıal sıoclıasıic lıealılı effecıs for ıhe power planıs (casesl 
year) 

Planı name Fatal cancer Non Fatal Severe 
cancer hereditary 

effecls 

Ycniköy 1.58 X 10-5 3.15 x lQ--0 4.10 X 10-6 

Kemerköy 1.89 X 10-5 3.77 X l(r-0 4.90 X 10-6 
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Table 6. Economic ııııiı valııes of radiological lıealılı iınpacıs 
(US $2000/case) 

Health effect caıegory 

Fatal cancer VOSL• 

Fatal canccr VLYLb 

Non-fatal cancer 

Severe hereditary effect 

' (VOSL): Value of Statistical Life 
b (VLYL): Value of Life Year Lost 

Canada Tlırkcy 

1.73 X 106 5.38 X 105 

7.73 X 1()5 2.4] X ]()' 

5.77xlü5 1.80 X l(Y 

J.73 X 106 5.38 X lü5 

Table 7. Tlıe moııeıary va/ue of ılıe predicıed lıealılı effecıs (US $20001 
year) 

Planı Fatal Fatal Non fatal Sevcrc 
name cancer canccr cancer hcreditary 

(VOSL) (VLYL) effecls 

Yeniköy 8.50 3.81 0.57 2.21 

Kemerköy 10.17 4.55 0.68 2.64 

Thc total health damage cost assessed for the Yeniköy and 
Keınerköy power plants were 15.09 US$2000/year and 18.04 
US$2000/year respectively. The results indicate that the pre
dicted damage costs due to healıh effects are negligible in 
comparison to the econonıic values of the eaclı power planı. 

The speculatioııs on the radionuclide e missions from the 
lignite-fired plants in Muğla and thcir health effects have con
tinued since 1993. Againsı the speculations there is restricted 
literature (20) on thc stochastic health effects and the cost of 
the predicted health effects from the Yeniköy and Kemerköy 
power plants [21). Therefore, the results of this study are very 
uscful for ending up the speculations on the health effects and 
the costs of thosc effects. 

(Received on 30 October 2013) 
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